Service is the Key to Marketing Success
Service-Facing Contact Centers Provide a
Foundation for your Brand

A recent CRM magazine interview highlighted the fact that “more
than 90 percent of unhappy customers refuse to do business again
with companies that have provided bad experiences.” This steep
statistic is a stark reminder that every customer experience counts –
especially service oriented ones.
Companies need to take a holistic approach to marketing that works
across departments to ensure all employees consistently go above
and beyond to help customers and build brand advocates.
Finding this level of dedication and service in the contact
center channel can be a challenge. Not every outsourced solution
has the culture, training regimen, back-end capabilities and—most
crucially—the people to go beyond standard service levels. As you
review your current contact center partner or consider others, keep
the following qualifiers in mind:
	Dedicated Culture – As the CRM magazine article points out,
expressing genuine interest in customers is a critical service
differentiator. Your contact center must have a culture dedicated
to this kind of empathetic, positive interaction. Dry, hurried and
uninterested agents and managers will not yield results that
outperform expectations.

	Agent Training & Empowerment – Contact center agents
should be well versed in your brand voice and personality. If
outsourced, they should deliver interactions indistinguishable
from in-house service. Furthermore, agents must be
empowered to quickly help and empathize with customers to
address their individual circumstances and concerns.
	Seamless Integration – Outsourced contact centers must be
able to connect to in-house client databases and resources
so they can communicate effectively with customers and
minimize inconvenience and time consuming back-and-forth
about basic information. This capability should be reinforced
with high-end agent and call management systems.
Enhancing service interactions will help build a base of loyal
customers that will drive your brand and business profitability in
the future.

